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INTRODUCTION 
HALF A BRAIN IS BETTER THAN NONE 

By Cassandra Csencsitz 
 

On what would be his last day, my grandfather, Roger 
Forseth, was receiving palliative morphine treatments for 
anxiety along with his usual Ativan. Physically, his heart 
was shutting down; mentally, he still had consciousness 
enough to feel concern: “Bill,” he said to his eldest son, “I 
think I’m losing my mind.” I felt like I heard a “once and 
for all” in his subtext. The dearest thing he owned, to quote 
Macbeth, unyoking for all time.  

We, his family, took turns comforting him, each in our 
own ways. My uncle Bill and my father, fellow recovering 
alcoholics, seemed to have the most calming effect, we 
worried women, the least. I did my best to avoid anxiety 
triggers—over-fussing or ponderousness. I sang “Danny 
Boy,” a family favorite (Daniels was my grandfather’s 
middle name and the namesake of his youngest child), read 
a little Keats and Wordsworth, and rubbed his hands, tears 
streaming through smiles. At one point, following a 
morphine treatment, I said, “Calm is good, isn’t it, 
Grandpa?” “Oh, yes, calm…,” he shuddered and said with 
a sigh that seemed to release a lifetime of angst. 

My grandfather’s sedation by morphine, the drug that got 
the best of Mary Tyrone, a character about whom he 
acutely read, thought and wrote, was not without irony. In 
the chapter on O’Neill, he treats Mary with great 
sensitivity, the stigma of her closet addiction in cruel 
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counterpoint to the male drinkers’ open anesthesia. We as a 
family were conflicted, perhaps selfishly, about the 
alertness denied in my grandfather’s last hours. Were we 
avoiding truthful unpleasantness? Would greater lucidity 
have been more important? Were his adult children 
enabling the alcoholic, ever seeking oblivion, one final 
time? 

The ancient alternative—death undiluted, anxiety 
unquelled—is not an experience my grandfather would 
have wished to have, whether or not we could have borne 
witnessing it, as did my brave brother and cousin during 
one night’s watch when his morphine had regrettably been 
allowed to wear off. And while his final decline was 
sudden, his hospice stay brief, we, a family of some 
boundaries, had probably said everything we were going to 
say. Everyone felt loved. And one last conversation was, 
for me, never going to be enough. As I complete this book, 
I have so many questions (“When did you first read 
Lewis?”), so many things I want to text him about: my 
second grade son’s report cards, my three-year-old 
daughter’s malaprops, the Hamlet I saw at the Public 
Theater that, through the lens of Director Sam Gold and 
Oscar Isaac as Hamlet, gave fresh urgency to Hamlet’s 
hunt, and paid due attention to Claudius’s motif of drink. 

I didn’t think that the introduction to this collection was 
going to be my good-bye to my lifelong book buddy. He 
was my preferred company, my favorite correspondent, and 
the remaining half of the pair I aspired to impress all 
thirty-seven years I was blessed with grandparents who 
gave me high ideals and constant love. To introduce his 
writings I had planned to simply prompt and transcribe his 
musings, as more often than not they emerged fit for print. 
It was always so rewarding to lob him a ball—pick a 
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topic—and watch him take flight.  
This title, “Half a Brain Is Better Than None,” was 

reserved for the memoir he never wrote. It refers to the 
doctor’s diagnosis after seizures brought on by alcohol 
withdrawal indicated that “half his brain” would never 
return. It amused him to share this extreme, and mercifully 
inaccurate, forecast (my grandmother less so), as it was 
only in sobriety that his whole brain became exercised. For 
it took quitting drink and digesting the experience to focus 
his intellectual powers on what would become the thesis of 
his life: to study the writer and addiction.  

While my grandfather did have a memoir-worthy life, a life 
that tells a rich American and human tale, there could be no 
better autobiography than these essays, a tribute to writers he 
loved and a glimpse into his great mind. Most revelatory was 
his posthumous and imaginary relationship with Sinclair 
Lewis, a complicated and tragic man whom my grandfather 
was uniquely suited to understand, and who dearly needed 
understanding. With Lewis, he shared Minnesota, where 
Lewis was born and my grandfather attended college before 
spending the majority of his career across the bridge at 
UW-Superior. They shared a love of letters, of driving, of 
drink (unfortunately sometimes the two at once), of pastime 
turned to habit to disease. They shared their wives’ first 
names (Grace), a certain physical insecurity, and, most 
importantly, a Romantic view of life as meant to be, well, 
drunk—but in a Whitmanian sense all too easily confused 
with the Dionysian. So too did they share a literary palate 
that had room for the styles of Thoreau, Fitzgerald, 
Hemingway, and Joyce, some of whom dealt Lewis harsh 
blows for his achievements in naturalism over 
experimentation. They differed in fame, family, and 
demise—my grandfather quietly taught and wrote, recovered 
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from his addiction, and got to enjoy being a husband, father, 
grandfather, and great-grandfather. Lewis, not so. 

Lewis died in 1951, the year my grandparents’ second 
child was born, but my grandfather, still drinking at the 
time, wouldn’t focus on Lewis for many years. After the 
births of four children, several teaching posts, and the 
successful completion of alcohol treatment, he connected 
with Lewis and, as a musician comes to know his 
composers, he entered Lewis’s psyche—in the Greeks’ 
more soulful sense of the word—from the vantage point of 
one who had shared his disease, lived to tell, and was 
determined to understand. I imagine that, were he more 
evangelical, my grandfather would have loved to go back in 
time and meet Sinclair Lewis, not only as a fan but as a 
friend, an A.A. sponsor, a fellow alcoholic—an 
understanding that, recovering alcoholics say, is their 
greatest bond of all. 

My grandfather used to be struck with something that my 
grandmother kindly coined “spells.” They came at times 
when he was over-stimulated and having a bout of 
Stendahlism—a term I apply to endorphin-induced 
anxiety—such as during the excitement of our opera and 
dining excursions to Chicago, when they drove down from 
Superior and I Amtraked from Kalamazoo. (For the 
sensitive soul, a surfeit of happiness can also tip the scales.) 
Or he might spiral if socially trapped, such as by a houseful 
of raucous family when he was done with people and ready 
for a book. For the person without a drink in hand, escape 
is a different word. 

The relationship between alcohol and anxiety, an often 
vicious cycle, is something that even my grandfather in his 
writings but scratched the surface. For these are letters to 
literature first, and addiction second. But he and I spoke 
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openly about anxiety, especially as his declining health 
increased occurrences, and I began to know it firsthand 
following the birth of my second child (two kids in a 
two-bedroom apartment + New York winter + unpaid 
maternity leave = anxiety). 

I find it heroic that my grandfather managed and endured 
these spells for so many years without recourse to the 
bottle. Modern life makes it hard to do like Socrates and 
aphistemi (“stand apart”) when one needs to have a think, 
as the philosopher so memorably does between the drinking 
bouts that bookend Plato’s Symposium. But Grandpa got 
good at retreating to his room, cancelling plans if 
necessary, and working through, or waiting out, his 
disturbances. 

It’s been a couple of decades since those joyous Windy 
City trips with my favorite people. Two children come and 
both grandparents now gone, I continue to be educated by 
my grandfather, ever the teacher, through these pages. 

 
May he do the same for you. 
 

—March 26, 2018 
 
 
 
 
 
 


